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Panel nixes state benefit hike
Kerri Walker
StaffWriter
needed to approve the meas~re.
. The committee did pass a salary
increase of 6 percent, but Idaho uni-
versity faculty wanted both the
~etirement plan boost and a salary
increase.
Ross Vaughn, president of the
Idaho Conference of the American
Association of University Professors,
~aid the governor's proposed
Increase was 5.34 percent but the
committee, wanting to put as much
as it could into salaries, raised the
percentage.
Vaughn said the issue of retire-
ment increases is not dead yet. .
"Most [employees] would have
rather had the retirement increase
implemented ... some that were
ready to retire put it off until this
was phased in. Now they mayhave
to postp~ne retirement again,"
Vaughn said.
"We are very disappointed that
the committee took the position they
did. Maybe there is some hope for
next year," Vaughn said.
Charles Davis, chairman of the
BSUFaculty Senate, said he feels the
faculty and staff will be upset for
three reasons.
First, faculty and staff might won-
der what other projects will go ,
• Benefit continued on
page 3
Last week a legislative committee
shot down a proposal to institute the
third phase increase of the state
employee retirement plan.
The joint Idaho House and Senate
Committee on Employee
c:omrensation voted 6-6 on imp le-
mentmg phase three of the benefits
plan, while a majority vote was
ASBSUBranching out
to seek
fee split
Corky Hansen
News Editor
"',-"'bue. to biIdget ad)us,tmentsthat leftstu-
: ",.dentgoyernmcmt .coffers. below 'he comfort
'. zone, AS13SU i~co!,sil1ering a separation 'of
the Student 'programs Board from ASBSU,
student government President CJ Martin
said. .
Under the separation, SPBwould be fund-
ed by a student fee separate from the fee that
funds ASBSU.Currently students pay $16.50
to ASBSU, which in turn funds SPB.
According to Martin $110,589, or about 30
percent of their operating budget, goes
toward student programming.
Martin said ASBSUwould direct $1.50 of
the current $16.50 to SPB,andrequest that the
$.50 insurance advocate fee go to the board as
well. A student fee increase of $4 would
cover the rest of the $6 proposed fee to fund
SPB,he said.
"Every dollar of this fee that students pay
• Fees continued
on page 3
Photo courtesy 01BSU News Services
BSU recently opened the new addition at the Canyon County Center. The $2.1 million project
Included a 32,OOo-square-foot addition, renovation of the existing building, a new entrance and a
parking area. The center, which opened In 1985, provides space for academic classes and School
of Applied Technology programs, as well as assorted training courses. The building also houses
the Nampa Alternative High School, which Is operated by the Nampa School District.
BSU hit by wave of purse thefts
your daily things you need to func- beard. The suspect has been seen
tion," Moczygemba said. wearing a tan or brown mid-length
She said the robbery forced her to jacket, jeans and a dark colored base-
cancel her credit cards and checks, and ball cap. '
it took two weeks to get everything Kersting said the problem with the
back to normal. composite description is the number
According to Moczygemba,' her of people who match the description.
office is normally locked, but it was He also said campus police are try-
necessary to leave it open for 40 min- ing to make people more conscious of
utes while she attended a meeting the possibility of theft.
because someone needed access to her "Thefts generally can happen
office. almost anytime if the opportunity is
Moczygemba said the incident has there. We are trying to take away the
left her more nervous about staying at opportunity," Kersting said.
BSU past 6 p.m. because she doesn't People ,should make sure desks,
know who is in the halls anymore: lockers and vehicles are locked and
"If they rob your bag in the day, keep valuables such as credit cards
what will they do at night?" she said. safe,Kersting said.
Kersting said they have a compos- Kersting said someone matching
ite description of the suspect, the description was apprehended Jan.
described as a white male, approxi- 28 in the Library, but the individual
mately 5 feet 6 to 5 feet 8, with collar was arrested for an unrelated incident
length blonde or brown hair, a rough and could not be positively linked to
complexion and a day's growth of the recent thefts.
• ~ • • • .- _' • c ~ , • : • , •
Moises Garcia
StaffWriter
A recent rash of purse thefts has
caused Anna Moczygemba, associate
director of the High School
Equivalency Program at BSU,·toresort
to bold measures in an attempt to
frighten the thief into submission.
Sgt. Dick Kersting of the campus
police department said there were 10
purse and wallet thefts around the
campus in January.
Moczygemba placed a sign on the
third floor of the Education Building,
where she had her purse stolen from
her office, warningthe thief that the
walls have eyes.
The purse later was found in the
men's bathroom of the Morrison
Center-gone were $70 and her ill'
card.
"1 almost went bonkers that day.
It's like the thief kind of rapes you, <?f ,
News
,
Student petitions push,
for classroom funding
Nancy Gray
Staff Writer
Two BSU organizations scored
points with politicos at a statehouse
press conference on Tuesday and
brought the proposed classroom
building for asu closer to a reality.
BSU students gathered at the
Capitol with over 2,500 student signa-
tures and letters gathered by the
Association for NonTraditional
Students and ASBSUbacking the pro-
ject proposed to be named The Cecil D.
Andrus Center for Higher Learning.
"This isn't just about the new
classroom [building]," said Lindsey
Truxel, ASBSU senator and ANTS
secretary. "We want them [the legisla-
ture] to know that students care
abouttheir education." ,
According to Sen. Roger Madsen,
R-Boise, the BSU building budget
.was pretty much a dead issue before
the students locked arms.
"Student interest has definitely
helped breathe new life into the pro-
posal," said Madsen.
Madsen added that even with the
recent boom in Idaho's economy few
lawmakers look at higher education
as a funding priority.
"We have to keep people thinking
that education also means higher
education," Madsen said. "This is
not bring home the bacon; this is the
fruit; this is the bread; these are the
basics."
,Madsen recommended to
President Ruch last week that the
proposed building be named after
Andros as a legacy to Andros's com-
mitment to education and his com-
mitment to the citizens of the state of
Idaho. He also would like to see the
private sector contribute to the fund
and double the size of the building.
Madsen said the proposed build-
ing design would only alleviate cur-
rent crowding problems while a larg-
.er building would address future
growth and ensure that all Idaho stu-
dents have access to higher educa-
tion.
Charles Davis, chairman of the
BSU Faculty Senate, said seeing the
students work together to improve
the quality of education at BSU was
"awfully exciting." He said BSU is
offering classes six days a week at all
hours of the day and night and is still
at maximum capacity.
"You may believe in full usage, but
3 p.m. on a Friday afternoon ... now
that's a tough sale," Davis said.
Brent Hunter, ASBSU vice presi-
dent, said students have gotten des-
perate and will take any class at any
time to get on with their educa-
tion-even if it means sitting in the
hall outside the classroom, losing,
hours on the job and giving up time
with their families.
According to Troxel, ANTS mem-
bers are especially committed to see-
ing the classroom built.
"As a nontraditional student orga-
nization, ANTS has a lot of members
with families, including myself," said
Troxel. "We make a lot of sacrifices to
complete our education. We really
appreciate that these senators,
[Madsen, Grant, Ipsen, Sue
Reents-all of Boise] .are willing to,
help us meet our goals." '
Rod Payton, ANTS communica-
tions committee chairman, agreed.
"I think it's great to see someone
besides the students interested in the
quality of education at BSU," he said.
Thursday, February 17th
, Tuesdoiy,Febru'arY 8~1994
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BSUstudent's entry
wins af film festival
Clerks, shot by BSU student
David Klein, won the
Filmmaker's Trophy award last
month at the 'Sundance Film
Festival in Park City, Utah. It tied
with another film called Fresh.
Klein was the director of pho-
tography for the film, which tells
the story of a convenience store
clerk in New Jersey. Rights to dis-
tribute the film were recently pur-
.chased by Miramax Productions.
It was written and directed by
Kevin Smith and produced by
Smith and Scott Mosier with,
Mosier also editing.
Distribution will be in August
in major cities.
, 1stwinner in BUS
contest announced
,Tony Austin was the winner of
the ASBSU/BSU Bookstore-spon-
sored 10 Rides Wins a Prize
Contest. Austin's name was
drawn from a raffle he qualified
for after using the BUS,system 10
In case of an emergency,dial 9-
1-1.
To prevent delay in the
response of of emergency services,
identify the building or site of the
emergency by numbered address-
; es when reporting the emergency
, to the police, fire department or
ambulances.
The crime log is based on infor-
mation provided by the office of
Sgt.Dick Kersting, 1695University
Dr., 385-1453.
January 28. Theft-Wallet.
CE L EBRA T I ON
President of Boise State University
r----------------- Tuesday, February 15th
The Real Jurassic Park
7:00pm-8:00pm JordanBallroomAlitB,StudentUnion,
Dr.DavidD.Gillette,paleontologistfor the state ofUtah,
discusses"Seismosaurus,WoolyMammoths,Ancient
Proteinsand CloningDinosaurs."FREE
Wednesday, February 16th
Executives Expectations of College Graduates
12:00pm-l:OOpmBishopBarnwellRoom,StudentUnion
AssociatedStudentsof BoiseStateUniversityand the
BoiseAreaChamberofCommercepresent a panelof
corporateexecutivesto discusstheir employment
expectationsof BSUgraduates. FREE
Installation Ceremony
3:00pm-4:30pm MainHall,MorrisonCenter
Open to the public.Theformalinstallationof Dr.
CharlesP. Ruchas BSU'sfifthpresident.Monday, February 14th
Higher Education in Idaho: It Has a Past, Does It Have
a-Future? 12:00pm-l:30pm FettuccineForum@
NoodlesRestaurant,6th litMain,downtownBoise
MiltonSmall,formerexecutivedirectorof the Idaho
StateBoardof Educationshareshisviewson higher
education'spastand itsfuture.FREE
Reception to Honor President and Mrs. Ruch
4:30pm·5:30pm Foyer,MorrisonCenter
Opento the public.CourtesyofBSUAlumniAssociation
Dinner & Dance with Glb Hochstrasser Orchestra
7:~Opm.l1~OOpm jordanBallroom,Student
Union S20. perperson.Ticketsavailableat the BSU
ticketofficeuntilThursdayFebruary10th.
GibHochstrasserOrchestracourtesyofMarnott.
Images of Health Care In theYear 2005
'1:30pm-2:30pm AdaHatchBallroom,Student
Union. Nursingdepartment facultymembersdiscuss
futureissuesand trends in health care. FREE
Tuesday, February 15th
Rethinking Unspoken Assumptions Toward the
Year 2000 12:00pm-l:30pm BishopBarnwellRoom,
StudentUnion. Dr.DeweyDykstra,professorof
, physics,examinesthe nature of learningand teaching
inan interactivediscussionand demonstration.FREE
Engaging Cultural legacies: Incorporating Cultures
Into the Core Curriculum
7:00pm LookoutRoom,StudentUnion
PresentedbyCarolSchneider,executivedirectorofthe
AmericanAssociationofColleges.FREE
times. Austin received a $25 gift
certificate from the BSU
Bookstore.
The contest will continue
through May. .
Seminars offered
for supervisors
, Current and potential supervi-
, sors will learn how to better their
leadership and supervising skills
with "Basic Leadership Skills for
Supervisors," presented by BSU's
Center for Management
Development. .
Nine workshops are offered on
a weekly basis beginning in
February. The series is.geared for
new supervisors who have not
had the opportunity to build their
leadership skills and experienced
supervisors who wish to reinforce
overall skills.' .
Each session is offered from 7
to 10 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 16,
and is repeated on Thursday at a
cost of $49 per person. A special
price of $395 is offered for all nine
workshops, and a 10 percent dis-
count is offered for five ormore
workshops.
SUB, 1700 University Dr.
Burglary. SUB Recreation Room,
1700University Dr.
January 29. Grand Theft. BSU
Pavilion, 1701, Campus Ln.
Burglary. Chaffee Hall #A-103,
1421 Campus Ln. Grand Theft.
Driscoll Hall parking lot, 1607
Campus Ln. Grand Theft. SUB,
1700 University Dr. Malicious
Injury to Property. Towers south
parking 101,2303Campus Ln.
January 31. Theft. Chaffee Hall,
1421Campus Ln.
.- :..::.
t.- - ...~~. :-,..:)
'~9 Oul \U
For more information call 385.1577
Friday, February 18th
Chuck's Bash... Extravaganza!
5:30pm-7:00pm Brava!stage, StudentUnion
Beforethe BroncoBasketballgame, join students and
fac~I.t~for a Caribbeanparty featuring free food, family
activitieslit the Caribbeanbeat of the steeldrum band
, "Toucans."Prizesawardedwillinclude freeairlinelickets.
1_ '·t.·,,
. ", ..-...-...... _-.--." .. ,--~ -~-.
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VerSQtOebiOlOgy professor
earns BSU teaching honor
Moises Garcia
StaffWriter
BSU biology Professor
Richard McCloskey said he
was surprised when he
recently was awarded the
Distinguished Teaching
Award after being nominat-
ed by his students.
.McCloskey also received
a Distinguished' Service
Award in 1990 for his work
in the community, making
him only the second BSU
, professor to be honored in
more than one category.
McCloskey received the
award. for. his teaching
~fforts In anatomy and phys-
iology, environmental' edu-
cation courses and for his
work in HIV/ alcohol reha-
bilitation workshops.
McCloskey, who was
born in New York, did his
undergraduate studies in
biology, education' and
~nglis~ at Franklin ~ollege,
In Indiana. He received his
master's degree in animal
and plant ecology and his
doctorate in behavioral ecol-
ogy and sociology from
Iowa State University.
McCloskey, who has
become a role j hi'Iorce .s lessons.
model to his stu- "Taking informa-
dents, said he had ~ion presented and
mentors himself in applying it to real-
his undergraduate life situation also
days. . . helps the students,"
"My first zoolo- McCloskey said.
gy teacher at McCloskey said
Franklin really he likes the teaching
impressed me. He McCloskey climate at BSU and
was a role model,"· added, "The stu-
he said. dents are great."
. McC;:loskeyinitially was McCloskey gains satisfac-:
preparmg to go pre-medical tion.from working with pro-
like most biology students fessional teachers who were
but decided on teaching in his classes in the 1970s-
after he was impressed by '80s.
his zoology professor's "It's nice to see the light
knowledge and presentation at the end of the tunnel," he
style.' said.
McCloskey said he teach- One of the reasons which
es a variety of.courses and McCloskey said brought
workshops, running from him to BSUwas the chance
undergraduate to graduate to work in the state capital.
with workshops on HIV, McCloskey has worked as
drug and alcohol rehabilita- an advisor for former Gov.
tion and environmental John Evans and other leg-
courses for teachers of islative officials.
gradesK-12. McCloskey recently com-
McCloskey said adjusting pleted work on a proposal
teaching methods to the . "-£OJ' the state of Washington,
learning styles of his stu- whichofought state and fed-
dents is his basis for success. eral agencies together and
He believes in using trans- forced them into sharing
parencies, videos and information by using teach-
hands-on experience to rein- ing activities. .
• Benefit continued.
from page 1
unfinished,· since legislators.
had said they would imple-
ment the plan this year.
Second, state employees
have had almost no raises in
retirement compensation for
three or four years. He said
it is disheartening when
something that was planned
on falls through.
Third, problems might
arise when 'state employees
realize that substantial
opposition came from cities
and counties; which entered
the state retirement system
after the three-phase
increase was approved two
years ago.
"State employees won't
appreciate that they [cities
and counties] can affect their
benefits so much, and it does
not go both ways," Davis
said.
Daryl Jones, BSU execu-
tive vice president, said
many of the faculty will be
dissatisfied. He said there
.may be some adverse effects
since the .Idaho retirement
plan is still not at a competi-
tive level with other states.
"It [phase three] was not
recommended at this point,
but the need remains," Jones
said.
Vaughn also said his main
concern was the opposition
from cities and counties. He
said letting 15percent of par-
ticipants influence the other
85 percent is not appropriate.
Sen. Dean Cameron, R-
Rupert, Commerce and
Labor Committee' chairman,
voted against implementing
phase three for a number of
reasons.
Cameron said phase three
would not improve competi-
tiveness with the private sec-
tor. He said cities and coun-
ties who are also involved in
this are in a tight financial
situation this year.
"I felt this year it was
more important to concen-
trate on salaries ... Also the
.younger employees are sub-
.• sidizing the older employees
and we need to level that bet-
. ter," Cameron said.
Davis said the issue
would be reconsidered at
1:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 8 in
the Senate Committee on
Human Resources.
Voting against the retire-
ment plan increase last week
were Cameron; Sen. Cecil
Ingram, R-Boise; Sen. Grant
Ipsen, R-Boise; Rep. John
Tippets, R-Bennington; Rep.
Allan Larsen, R-Blackfoot
and Rep. Jim Kempton, R-
Albion.
Voting for the increase
were Sen. Margurite
McLaughlin, D-Orofino; Sen.
Claire Wetherell, D-
Mountain Home; Sen. David
Kerrick, R-Caldwell; Rep.
John Alexander, D-Pocatello;
Rep. Marvin Vandenberg, D-
Coeur d' Alene and Rep.
KittyGurnsey,R-Boise.
• Fees continued
from page 1
'will be spent in turn on
them," Martin said. Free and
reduced-cost entertainment
brought to the campus by
SPB eventually makes it
worth double the students'
investment, Martin said.
The board would be gov-
erned by' the Student Union'
Board of Governors, which is
comprised of faculty, staff
and students, instead of by
ASBSU.The change could be
achieved with little effort,
Martin said.
, "It's not a big change from
the way that things go right
now," he said.
Martin said the $6 fee
wouid:"g~nlerate $134,000,
which is needed to pay for 35
millimeter films, which run
at twice the cost of 16 mil-
limeter films. In' addition, a
fee-sustained budget inde-
pendent of ASBSU would
allow the board to participate
in the block-booking of high-
er-profilemusic groups.
. "It makes a lot of sense,"
Martin said.
According to Martin, the
additional $60,000 left for
ASBSUwould be used in a-
variety ofways. . .
ASBSU would take over.
the payment of the service
award for the university
insurance advocate, and
would utilize $7-10,000 to
- publish professorevalua-
tions. An influx of student
organizations and aneed to
increase the budget for
matching funds necessitate
about $16,000,and increasing
attorney office hours from
eight to about 20 hours per
weekwill cost about $10,000.
Martin said the ASBSU
contingency fund, which
should be at 10percent of the
total operating budget, has
dropped from $39,000 to
$24,000, or 6 percent of the
total budget. Part of the
money would. be placed in
reservefora financialurgency.
"It's not money that we
don't need at this point in
time,"Martin said.
"1think it's money the stu-
dents have wanted us to
spend for a long time but it's
money we haven't had," he
said.
Accurate Secretarial Services
378·8693
word processing • resumes
transcription • laser printing
NO project too big or too small
FAST, QUALITY SERVICE
IN THE ARM~ YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE IN
MORE WAYSTHAN ONE.
. There's an added dimension to being a nurse in the Army. You'll have
Increased health care responsibilities. And you'll enjoy the respect and
presnge that come naturally to people who serve as officers in the Anny
Nurse Corps.
You'll be a respected member of an
exceptional health care team. Your
opinion and counsel will be actively
sought and listened to. And you'll
have the opportunity to practice nurs-
mg In a variety of environments from
high-tech military hospitals to MASH
units, from !light lines to fielc;l hospi-
tals, in the United States or overseas.
Army Nursing provides good pay
and benefits, opportunities for contin-
uing education in your chosen spe-
cialtv, seniority that moves with you
when you do and joh experience vou
. can't put a price tag on.
Discover the Army Nurse Corps dlffcrcnce Talk to an Army Nurse
Recruiter today.
1..800·235·ARMY Ext. 321
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
Call for applicants:
.1994-95Arbiter Editor
and' Business Manager
The BSU Publications Board is seek-
in~ candidates for TheArbiter Editor-in-
chief and BUSInessManager for the 1994-
95 academic year.
• Candidates must be full fee-paying
students at BSU and have a minimum 2.25
cumulative grade-point average both at
time of selection and during the time the
positions are held.
• Both positions require a minimum of
10-12 office hours weekly during regular
BSU business hours.
• The editor should have at least one
semester's experience with a student
newspaper or prior professional newspa-
per and publication experience.
• Applications must be submitted to
Bob Evancho, Publications Board
Executive Secretary, BSU News Services,
Education Building, Room 724, by 5 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 25.
• Applications for both.positions
should have a cover letter, at least two let-
ters of recommendation and references. In
addition, applicants for editor should con-
tain at least three writin~ samples. .
• Both positions receive fall and spring
full-fee scholarships during the time of
appointment plus a salary (monthly mini-
mum of $520 for editor and $430 for busi-
ness manager).' .
• Terms of office run from June 1, 1994
to May 31, 1995.
• The BSU Publications Board will
deterrrrlne the finalists, interview candi-
dates and hire one student to each position
in early March. . .
Late applications will not be accepted.
For more information call Bob Evancho
at385-1643.
1
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.SPEC film festival
brings 'world fil~
culture to BSU
Jon Wroten
StaffWriter
The Student Programs
Board and BSU
Communication professor
Peter Lutze have come up
with a way to expand the
culture of the Boise commu-
nity, in the form of a three-
part foreign film festival in
the Special Events Center
featuring classic films froin
other cultures.
The idea behind the festi-
val is to gauge the interest of
BSU students, faculty and
staff and the general public
in foreign films and classic
films from other eras. If suc-
cessful, they plan to make.
the screening a weekly
event. '
The first of the three
films, Ugetsu, was shown
,Feb. 6 in the SUB.The festi-
val will continue Sunday
with two showings of Rocco
and His Brothers at 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. The last of the
three films will be The Soft
Skill on Feb.' 20 at 4 p.m. in
the SPEC.
Rocco and his Brothers is a
1960 Italian film about a
poor farm woman who
moves to Milan with her
four sons in search of a bet-
ter life. The film, directed by
Luchino Visconti, was the
winner of the Jury's Special
Prize at the 1960VeniceFilm
Festival.
The Soft Skin, directed by
French film maker Francois
Truffaut, is the tale of a mar-
ried businessman who is
drawn into a tragic affair
with a beautiful airline stew-
ardess.
Lutze said the ultimate
goal of the festival is to
bring weekly foreign films
to BSU, as well as broaden
the focus of film at the uni-
versity. He said one of the
ways they plan to do this is
by starting a film society at
BSU.
Lutze said they hope to
.show the university commu-
nity the wide variety of
films that have been made in
the last 100 years. Through
these films students will be
able to acquirea sense of
history and a knowledge of
other cultures and genera-
tions, he said.
"It builds a community
that appreciates and is
knowledgeable about films.
It enhances your under-
standing of films and appre-
ciation of other cultures,"
Lutze said.
Students share stories
during exchange event
DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL,
THE ARBITER IS IN DIRE NEED OF PRODUCTION ASSISTANCE.
WE ARE WELCOMING APPLICATIONS FROM ALL THOSE INTERESTED
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DESKTOP PUBLISHING.
APPLICANTS SHOULD BE COMPUTER LITERATE, AND HAVE STRONG
ENGLISH SKILLS. JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE OR SOME EXPOSURE TO
LAYOUT AND DESIGN ON MACINTOSHES IS PREFERRED.
CALL ADAM OR DAWN AT 345-8204 FOR MORE INFORMATION.'
Kevin Whitesides
StaffWriter
Students were given the
opportunity to exchange
stories at the National
Student Exchange student
orientation recently.
Students from all over the
United States were repre-
sented.
The program allows BSU
students to attend other uni-
versities and students from
other universities to attend
BSU.
"It is, in general, a good
opportunity to meet other
people from all over the
United States with many
different backgrounds and
cultures," said Sara
Yamauchi, NSE coordinator.
The students shared their
backgrounds and reasons
for choosing BSU among
hundreds of other universi-
ties. Julie Stone, a resident of
North Carolina who had
beenIn'Boise for a week,
expressed her interest in the
many outdoor activities that
are available near BSU.
"I also like the fact that I
have a great deal more inde-
pendence here. Participating
in an event like this forces
you to make new associa-
tions, which I think is a
good thing," said Stone.
Jean Paul Mullaly said
BSU offers the opportunity
he is looking for at a price
he can afford.
"I came to BSUbecause I
wanted to wrestle, and that
type of program is not
offered were I come from.
NSE also gave me the
opportunity to attend a uni-
versity that I would not
have otherwise been able to
attend, because of the out-
of- state tuition," said
Mullaly who is from the
University of Alaska.
ArblterlGordon SCIII1w
4-Hers and their guide dog puppies mingle with students In the Quad.
.Guide dogs try·a little
work at university level
for 28 days, at no cost to the person who is
getting the dog. After this training and
introduction period, the two begin their
life together.
Allen, who is blind, said the experience
of having her guide dog Scuba has
allowed her to be much more active. In
addition, it also has taken away some of
the social awkwardness of walking
around with a cane.
"I'm much more active with Scuba, and
. socially there is a much better reception
.with a guide dog," Allen said.
4-H guide dog program leader Diana
Cederquist, who became involved in' the
program when her daughter wanted to
train a dog, said her years as leader of the
program have been rewarding. She plans
to train one or two more dogs after her
current puppy goes back to San Rafael in
April.
"I enjoy working with the raisers, the
dogs, and I like the idea of helping people
in the community," Cederquist said.
Allen said the 4-H members would like
to expand their efforts into the Boise area.
Currently, both the Canyon and Ada
County 4-H clubs are based in Nampa.
She said they are trying to start a program
in Boise and expand the number of dog
trainers. .
. Jon Wroten
StaffWriter
An introduction to the atmosphere of
higher education is part of the training for
five guide dog puppies from the Canyon
County 4-H program. A day on campus
was one of many steps in the training pro-
cess of a guide dog. \
The dogs, primarily German shepherds,
golden retrievers and Labrador retrievers,
are exposed to the daily life of a blind per-
son by going into grocery stores, depart-
. ment stores and other buildings.
,,'A'ccording to program coordinator
, Deborah Allen, this is to see how the dogs
will react to the pressures involved in
serving as a helpmate to a blind person.
"We try to bring them to places where
we know they will be distracted, so they'll
learn not to be," Allen said.
The dogs are trained at an institution
called "Guide Dogs for the Blind," located
in San Rafael, Calif., for the first three
months of their lives. They then are taken
to 4-H families throughout the Westwhere
they are taught basic commands and how
to socialize in difficult situations,
When they are about a year old, the
dogs are united with their future owners
in San Rafael, where they work together
Fall start slated for counseling M.A.
Educators in Southwest
Idaho who are hoping to
work as school counselors
will now have he opportuni-
ty to earn their degree close
to home.
The master of arts degree
in school counseling, a pro-
gram offered through BSU's
counseling department in the
College of Education, is
scheduled to begin in the fall
1994semester.
The core curriculum will
be developed around the
guidelines established by the
Counsel for Accreditation of
Counseling and Related
Educational Programs.
The majority of the stu-
dents expected to enroll in
the program are educators
who want to become profes-
sional counselors at the ele-
mentary and secondary lev-
els. The program is com-
prised of 60 hours of post-
baccalaureate study to be
completed during an eight-
semester, three-year period.
The deadline forapplica-
tion is Feb. 15.
,
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Group finishes women's studies proposal
David Boothby .
StaffWriter
minor calls for, "an interdisciplinary
program with a broad-based faculty
and curriculum which examines
issues relevant to women or from a
feminist perspective."
Students will complete 12hours of
core classes in Women's Studies and
an additional 12 hours of electives.
All courses will carry upper division
designation.
If approved by the State Board of
Education, the minor could be imple-
mented as early as the fall of 1996,
communication professor and com-
mittee member Suzanne McCorkle
said.
Four courses, each cross-cultural
and multidisciplinary, comprise the
proposed women's studies core cur-
riculum:
• WS 300: Introduction to
Women's Studies.
After several years of study, an ad
hoc committee of faculty and stu-
dents has completed a draft proposal
for a minor in women's studies at
BSU.
The proposal is currently being
circulated for final comment· before
submission to the curriculum com-
mittee of the Faculty Senate.
Economics professor and commit-
tee coordinator Sandra Schackel
recently stressed the need for all stu-
dents to have a knowledge of gender
issues before leaving college.
"Plus, there's a whole generation
of young women who want to and
need to know about the issues they
will face in their lives," Schackelsaid.
According to the proposal, the
This course surveys the historical
roots. of feminist thought and
explores the issues, questions, con-
ceptual frameworks and methods of
modern feminist scholarship.
• WS 301: Feminist Theories and
Ways of Knowing.
This course places particular
emphasis on attempts to describe,
explain, critique and reconstruct pre-
vailing social, legal, economic and
political institutions.
• WS 302: Methods of Feminist
Research.
This course deals with the theoret-
ical and practical problems of
researching and writing about
women, with emphasis on library-
based and non-empirical research
methods.
WS 400: Global and
Contemporary Women's Issues.
This course will shift in topical
focus each year, examining the cur-
rent social, political and economic
issues that relate to women within a
specificculture.
Students will choose electives
from courses approved by a women's
studies curriculum committee.
The proposal, if adopted, will pro-
vide for a full-time director of
women's studies and a part-time sec-
retary. Courses will be taught by
existing faculty. First year costs are
expected to be around $92,000.
Drafters of the proposal noted that
the history of success in special topics
courses related to women's issues
supports "the supposition that a sub-
stantial number of the women of BSU
are interested in exploring issues
related to women or from a feminist
perspective."
ASBSUstymied by debates on procedures
Corky Hansen
News Editor
Student government
should spend more time dis-
cussing what can be done to
represent BSU students, and
less time discussing decision-
making processes, according
to ASBSU President CJ
Martin.
"1 think our time is dis-
proportionately spent with
the senate code," Martin
said.
But' apparent quirks in
the appointment review pro-
cess haveled to a number of
questions among theexecu-
tive, legislative and judicial
branches of ASBSU.
Under the prior process,
applications for an ASBSU
position were reviewed by
the executive branch before
moving to a legislative
appointment review com-
mittee and finally to the sen-
ate floor for a final vote.
Since last spring the process
consists of an interview
committee with representa-
tives from both the execu-
tive and legislative branch-
es, which passes the applica-
tions to the senate floor with
either a yea, nay or nil rec-
ommendation.
According to Martin the
primary emphasis in the
change was to reduce the
number or interviews in the
appointment selection pro-
cess.
ASBSU Chief Justice
Trevor Castleton said he is
critical of the system
because the committee
didn't adhere to the changes
in the review process. Justice
Craig Kenyon was forced to
testify on behalf of himself
before the full senate even
after going through the
interview process.
"It's hard on thecandi-
dates. We need to have a
process to facilitate those
appointments," Castleton
said.
Senators reach out
for student opinion
HoHeeBlankenship
StaffWriter
ASBSUsenators concerned
with opening communication
between ASBSUofficers and
their constituents devised a
way for students to voice
their concerns to senators.
Beginning Jan. 25, bo.oths
were be set up at varIOUS
times and locations for stu-
dents to voice any concerns
they may have to senators.
ASBSU Senator Lindsay
Truxel said she encourages
students to come out and
speak their mind.
In a letter about the pro-
gram, Troxeland ASBSUSen.
Julie Miller said they felt
input from students is essen-
tial to their role as student
leaders.
"By voicing their concerns
to available ASBSUsenators,
students will have the ability
to become proactive in their
student government and
effect the changes being
made on campus."
According to Troxel, there
was little student participa-
tion in the first week of the
program. The first week's
booth combined with
Association of Non-
Traditional Students lobbying
the legislature for programs
needed at BSU. Truxel said
she hopes more students will
participate in the future after
they become aware of the
program.
Students can meet with
senators at the following
times and places:
• Feb.8 12:00p.m.-1:00
p.m. EngineeringlTechnology
• Feb.10 9:30a.m, -10:30
p.m. BusinessBuilding
• Feb.22 9:00a.m.- 1:00
p.m. StudentUnion
• Feb.24 12:00p.m.-1:00
p.m. EducationBuilding
• Mar.1 9:30a.m, -10:30
p.m. Engineering/Technology
• Mar.3 12:00p.m- 1:00
p.m. BusinessBuilding
• Mar.15 ,9:30a.m.-10:30
p.m. EducationBuilding
• Mar. 17 9:00a.m, -1:00
p.m. StudentUnionBuilding
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Castleton said the com-
mittee also failed to research
the qualifications of one
applicant who was appoint-
ed to the judiciary, but had
to resign for taking fewer
than the minimum number
of required credit hours.
"1' think the Appointment
Review Committee should
have checked [the) tran-
scripts," Castleton said.
Castleton said a number
of the other qualified appli-
cants already have other
plans for the semester,
which will make it difficult
to find another justice soon.
He, said ASBSUis accepting
applications for the position
of justice.
"It could be well into the
semester before we come up
with a replacement,"
Castleton said.
But processes . like
appointment review are chal-
lenged-and often amend-
ed-each time new legisla-
tors come into the ASBSU
Senate,Martin said. .
"Every time we geta new
senate they seem to want to
review senate code," he said.
ASBSU Senator Tim
Helgerson said he thinks
either process-of appoint-.
ment review would work,
given the proper deadlines in
the application review pro-
cess. He said potential
appointees oftentimes are
rushed through the various
committees, giving no time
for due pr~cess in appoint-
ment review.
Martin said he doesn't
think students care about the
appointment review process,
but wants to see Changes that
enhance their education.
Helgerson said he would like
to concentrate more on the
issues involving students.
"1 want to worry about
things we can do on cam-
pus," Helgerson said. ,
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Student union serves
as spot for everything
from soda fountains
to political debates
educational benefit
program. For the most
part, these men and
The recreation facilities of their female counter-
a college campus are a parts lived two to a
reflection of the student way rented off-campus room
of life. At BSU, the Student and made the SUB the
Union has changed over the center of campus life.
years, along with student By 1951,the first dor-
attitudes, and it-shows an mitories were opened
ever-changing quality of life and dorm residents soon
on campus: found The Corral to be
The idea behind the SUB as attractive a social cen-
was simple: to provide an ter as the GIs did. Thick
environment where students malts and greasy burgers
could relax, aplace to go to were the norm at the soda
get away from cramped liv- fountain, while the cafete-
ing quarters and a center for ria was sparsely decorated
social gather- .-- ....,. with For-
ings, both for- mica-topped
mal and infor- A look at tables and
mal. The SUB vinyl-padded
would also pro- metal chairs.
vide food ser- Eventually a
vices for the second story
nutritional re- was added to
quirements of accommodate
students. an auditorium.
The first Sock hops and
SUB, "The proms, as well
Corral," opened as other social
in 1942, offering a cafeteria, functions, further enhanced
lounge, bookstore and soda student leisure time.
fountain. Today The Corral As BSU continued its
houses the Communication growth, so did the SUBuntil
Department and is no longer in 1965 a new building to
the recreational hub of the replace The Corral was
university, but in its heyday deemed necessary. The new
it was the most popular structure, the present SUB,
building on campus. was opened in 1967 and
The first major group to served many of the same
utilize the SUBas a place of functions of the previous
leisure were GIs. In 1946,the site. It provided accommo-
return of enlisted American dations for conferences and
soldiers swelled the student guest speakers, but lost the
population with returning soda fountain. Among those
servicemen eager to catch up to speak at the new facility
on lost time and to take were such notables as Hank
advantage of a veterans' Aaron and Ralph Nader.
A.J. MaxymUIian
StaffWriter
Just
as The Corral
served the lifestyle of .
students in the '50s; the new
facility served the political-
minded tilt of '60s students
by providing a place for
public debate, a forum for
the discussion of pertinent
issues. This practice still
goes on today; a recent
debate over a new training
range for Mountain Home
Air Force Base is just one
example of the community-
Tuesday, Febniary 8. 1994
Left, Students
at The Corral's
soda fountain
In March, 1950.
The Corral was
BSU's student
union until
1967.
Below,
Maggie'S Cafe
In today's
SUB.
ori-
ented use of
the SUB.
Not only does the present
SUBand its various meeting
rooms reflect a more issues-
oriented, community-
focused student body, it also
reflects the faster-pace at
which students currently
live. Fast food has replaced
makers is "00 Something!" and
they are responding to the call.
The Brady Bill has become a
federal law, which means that
starting on Feb. 28, gun buyers
will have to wait five days to pick
up their weapons. The bill is
named after former President
Ronald Reagan's aide, James
Brady, who was shot in an
attempt to assassinate Reagan.
Secondly, a far-reaching anti-
crime measure has cruised past
the Senate and awaits-House con-
sideration sometime in March.
The crime bill makes three violent
crimes the threshold for mandato-
ry life imprisonment, puts more
police on the streets ($8.9 billion
for 100,000 new police officers
over five years), and makes a
large number of new crimes pun-
ishable by death. Beyond the
usual slogan for" getting tough
on crime," this package puts up
money (a six-fold increase in
~18cotr
the R~
cafeteria as
the preferred form of dining,
which allows students to
quickly grab a taco or sand-
• History continued
on page 7
funds to state and local law
enforcement). With a 96-to-4 vote
in the Senate, the only heated
debate on the bill has been con-
tention over who supports the bill
the most. The bill has weathered
some criticism due to the fact that
only 5 percent of violent crimes
are federal violations.
The measure's scope could
include regulation of ammuni-
tion, limitations on magazine
capacity, and even outright bans
on assault rifles. Although
nobody knows exactly what the
final draft of the bill will look
like, it is expected to include
restrictions on firearms which
will complement the Brady Bill.
In response to the new empha-
sis on gun control.. firearms deal-
ers are making a killing,' as buyers
flock in to beat deadlines. Gun
• Guns continued on
page 7
Gunning for guns: Lawmakers and sportsmen battle overgun control and the 2nd Amendment
Joe Relk
Staff Writer
Editor's note: This is the first of
a two-part series on gun control.
Next week, campus police, criminal
justice faCIlity and members of
Congress discuss gun control and
crime.
The issue of crime-one that
no one, from Washington bureau-
crats to Sioux City housewives,
can possibly ignore any
longer-has sparked a new inter-
est in gun control.
Statistics like those found in a
recent issue of Newsweek tell the
story behind a national focus' on
crime: Violent crime is up 500
percent since 1960. State prison-
ers serve an average of 20 percent
of their sentences:.......almost six,
years for murder and three years
for rape. One in three Americans
has a friend or relative who has
been shot; in fact, a person is
more likely to be injured in a vio-
lent crime than.in an auto acci-
dent.
Idaho is not immune, accord-
ing to The Idaho Statesman. Ada
County had 84 gun deaths from
1988-90, and' 473 deaths
statewide. The message to law-
Tuesday, February 8, ·1994
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• Guns continued
from page 6
shops nationwide are
booming' and
Intermountain Arms of
Boise is no exception.
Handguns, ammunition
and ammo clips are selling
at anywhere from two to
four times their normal
rate.
"Lots of people want one
just because the govern-
ment says they can't," said
Kurt Thaemert of
Intermountain Arms.
"[They say], 'Clinton
says I can't have one, so I
want one, even if I'm never
going to shoot it,'" he said.
Thaemert said gun con-
trol has never been proven
to prevent crime.
"It's a joke. Criminals
don't buy [guns] here any-
way," said customer Mark
Furtado.
Passage of the Brady Bill
has opened the gate for a
legal battle over the
Constitution's Second
Amendment, which deals
with the right to bear arms.
The National Rifle
Association, which sees the
Second Amendment as
sacred text not to be med-
dled with, will figure
prominently in the fight.
The recent flurry of gun
control legislation in
Washington has not gone
unnoticed by the NRA,
which has increased its
membership 30 percent
since 1988. Although its
political' influence is wan-
ing, it remains the nation's
ninth-largest political action
committee with 3.3 million
members and $1.74 million
to spend on legislators.
Their response revolves
around the familiar battle
cry, "guns don't kill people,
people kill people."
• History continued
from page 6
wich on the way to class.
Gone are the days when the
whole college stopped at
midday and the entire stu-
dent body and faculty were
free to relax and sit down to
a leisurely meal.
, The Recreation Center of
the SUB now features a
video arcade and billiards
room, and vending machines
purvey snacks, supplanting
the soda fountain as both the
social and junk food capitol
of the campus. Just as the
cafeteria is easily discarded
as an unappetizing for~ ~f
nutrition, a soda fountam 1S
regarded not only f~r its ~n-
ing value but for Its social
value, and is therefore
viewed with nostalgia-after
all, no one ever got a ch~co-
late malt from a vendmg
machine.
But nostalgia is not the
business of BSU, and neither
is the SUB a venue for pic-
turesque memories. Rather,
the SUB serves to accommo-
dale many of the activities
that students require outside
the classroom, and has con-
sistently changed over the
years as university life has
continued to evolve.· .
The NRA's central argu-
ment against gun control is
that restrictions punish
responsible legal gun own-
ers. They argue that taxing,
banning. and licensing
mean that gun-owning citi-
zens pay for criminals'
crimes.
The NRA believes it is
being harassed by legisla-
tion that won't have an
effect on crime, pointing
out that 93 percent of the
guns used in crime are not
obtained legally. Assistant
Attorney General Eleanor
Acheson said there is no
proof that the Brady Bill
will reduce homicides, as
quoted in Newsweek.
The NRA quotes George
Washington in its materi-
als: "The very atmosphere
of firearms everywhere
restrains evil interfer-
ence-they deserve a place
of honor."
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Gun Control proponents
recognize that they need to
act quickly. Clinton is
pushing hard and fast for
gun control.
"We're willing to go
pretty far," Clinton said.
He also said before he was
elected that, "We can't be
so fixed on our desire to
preserve the rights of ordi-
nary Americans to legiti-
mately own handguns and
rifles ...that we are unable
to think about reality."
However, many think
the government is missing
the mark with the new leg-
islation controlling gun
ownership, by making it
more difficult for honest
weapons owners to pur-
chase weaponry.
"[Congress] is attacking
the problem at the wrong
end," said John Seatings, an
Intermountain Arms cus-
tomer.
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ASBSUcarves
Up one slice
too many
At first glance, everything looks good.
ASBSU and the Student Programs
Board plan to formally separate in the
near future, putting an end to a flaw in
the design of student government that
should have been taken care of long ago.
That's good. . '
Also, SPBplans to retain its slice of the
ASBSUfinancial pie. This amounts to a
sizable portion of the AS~SU total bud-
get. '
This )~akes sense. Obviously, ,SPB
can't bring us films, musicians, comics
and other entertainment without ade-
quate funding. Still no problem.
. But the slicing of the pie goes awry
when we realize ASBSUwants to give
SPB a slice without giving up any of its
own pie. ' ' ,
The way they have things planned,
they will give SPBa share of their student
fees and then ask for a fee increase to
make up most of the difference. The over-
all result, poorly shrouded by smoke-
and-mirror accounting magic, is a huge
, increase in ASBSUfunding.
ASBSU has proposed some specific
uses for the extra funding, some of which
would be useful to some students. This
would included a printing of professor
evaluations, something w.hich mayor
may not ever happen.
Because the money is not specifically
dedicated to any project, and because
BSUpays higher fees than any other state
institution, the separation should not
include a fee increase.
ASBSU,as supposed representatives of
the student body, should know that stu-
dents are sick of fee increases and won't
be forgiving at the next ASBSUelections.
So, ASBSU, do the right thing:
Separate from SPB,give them the money
they need and then learn to live within a
budget like the rest of us.
OIST, BY ONiON f(AnJAES
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Tipsfor making V-day
a more enjoyable event
you like and dislike. Again and
again. _
Fifth, masturbate, and if
the word itself makes you
snicker, know that help is
available. You too can over-
come masturbation phobia.
Finally, get educated.
Chances are, they didn't teach
you much about sex in
school. Admit it, didn't you
equate the word "sex" with
intercourse in the preceding
paragraphs? It's a cultural
thing, so you can recover
from it.
You probably already know this, but there
are lots of ways to sexually please yourself
and your partner that don't involve risks,
that don't involve swapping body fluids. We
tend to ignore such varieties, however, for a
lot of reasons-such as our lack of access to
information, our lack of creativity and our
tendency to privilege traditional male prefer-
ences.
When they start making movies that
depict sexuality in all its glory, not just from
the male gaze, more diversity will become
commonplace. Sex will have a nice ring to it
again.
It's sad that sex gets such a bad rap these
days. But that can change. When your lead-
ers start preaching abstinence, educate them.
Let them know about options, about varieties
of sex that are safe. It'll open a few eyes and
raise a few eyebrows, but maybe they'll think
twice before claiming that "no sex is safe
sex."
Maybe they'll think twice before pressur-
ing innocent teens to sign chastity pledges.
Pledges they might regret for the rest of their
lives.
Ahhh. Valentines Day is
fast approaching. It's a special
time to celebrate sexuality and
atgaction. It's a perfect time
to think erotic thoughts. It's a
wonderful time to prepare for
great sex.
Perhaps this isn't the mes-
sage you're accustomed to.
As a non-trad who lived
through the" make-love not
war" era, who only knew
AIDS as a diet-candy ad in
magazines for most of my life,
maybe my perspective is quite
different from yours. However,
may I offer a few suggestions for the coming
love-fest, anyway?
First of all, forget those silly ads for peek-
a-boo photos of yourself to give your lover.
You know the ones. They make you over into
a big-haired zombie babe, and you strike the
pose that most closely says, "Hi, I recently
had brain surgery, and I think they got it all,
thank god." Finally, they mist up the photo
so no one can tell that the feather boa is
about to make you sneeze.
(If your partner really wants an artificial,
dolled-up version of a woman, buy him or
her a life-size Barbie to play with.)
Second, don't feel pressured by anyone
into taking a vow of celibacy, even if it is the
"hottest" (coldest?) new trend. Fads come
and go, but trust your own head and heart.
Third, forget the Cosmo-style advice to
give your mate sex whenever he/ she
demands because "it only takes a few min-
utes and it means so much!" You're not a sex
object. You are a sexual being. There's a dif-
ference. Honor the difference.
Fourth, take responsibility for your own
orgasms. Do show your lover exactly what
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Subscriptions are available for $20per year .
The Arbiter sends out a hearty graciasto Maria's "one basket
of chips, please" La Fiesta restaurant, which we proclaim as
'Biter 0' the Week. All that mediocre food for only $8 a plate! Que
Lastima!
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OpinionAmerica doesn't need
.any more of its excess Family values:
What's in it
for me?
adjustments in sound quality
that go beyond the range of
the human ear (especially an
ear that has been tom to
bloody shreds by two million
decibels). Webuy wall-size
television sets that we can
watch from a block away.
Why? Does Kevin Costner's
butt really look any better
when it is three feet wide? I
doubt it.
We have vehicles that can
go over 200mph, yet all the
speed limits in the nation are
65 or below. Who really needs
to win a lottery that is over
$100million? Would not it be
better to give 100people $1
million? "Hell no," you say?
"It's my money, and I intend
to collect those lottery checks
for the next 100years, so keep
your greedy hands off!" Now.,
I ask you, what is wrong with
this picture?
Wehave all been taught
that more is not always better,
yet we seem to have forgotten.
I'm as guilty as most, Iadmit.
Iam a consumer, tried and
true. I like big stuff, new stuff
and the more stuff, the better. I
love capitalism. But, by the
same token, I realize that there '
is a sensible limit to how
much one person should have.
So few have so much, yet so
many have' nothing. It just
seems wrong.
.Live simply so that others
may simply live.
,Grab a handful of Cheetos
. and stuff' em inyour mouth!
Take a big swig off of your M-
ounce Super Double Gulp.
Brush the crumbs off your lap
and take another bite of that
.there Colo'ssus burger;
Mmmmm! Now that's good
eatin'!
How many of you are won-
dering just when I watched
you chow down last? Oh sure,
the ingredients may be differ-
ent, but, all too often, the gist.
of the story is the same.
We are gluttons. We are
pigs. We are ridiculous little
people who hoard ridiculous-
ly huge amounts of stuff and
then lord it over others. We are
a nation of splurgers. Let's
take just a few moments to
observe ourselves. .
The Colossus burger -,This
baby has two quarter-pound
patties of beef, eight pieces of
bacon (approximately 2-3
ounces) and three slices of
cheese. Hello, gastritis! The
double quarter-pounder with
cheese. The name says it all.
How about we just call it the
"rib-spreader special?" All
'you can eat chicken, breaded
and fried in oil (oh, but it's
unsaturated!). Who in Hades
needs to run for the border at
4:30 in the morning? Suck
down a couple of super burri-
tos before you go to bed, then
lie there and listen to your
arteries slamshut.
Recently, I spent sev-
eral hours with a friend
discussing one of mod-
em day's greatest philo-
sophical questions:
What's wrong with
today's society? As you
can well imagine, we hit
upon a wide variety of
plausible reasons, but
kept coming back to one
idea.
Remember George
Bush's 1992 campaign
cry, "Family values?"
We all thought it was a
nice warm fuzzy thing to
say that would somehow
bring the nation together
until the media jumped on
the bandwagon and
ridiculed the idea.
, Suddenly Americans in
every nook and cranny of
the country were poking
fun at the Bush-Quayle
campaign because they
were sounding too conser-
vative and old-fashioned.
The basic unit of society
is the family and when that
crumbles, so does society.
Families are where we first
learn how to interact with
others, to respect our
elders and others' proper-
ty. We learn about honesty
and taking responsibility
for our actions, as well as
kindness and empathy for
others. When these vital
ingredients are not taught,
society suffers.
Take a step back for a
moment and look at a few
of today's problems ...
what do juvenile crime,
child abuse (both verbal
and physical) and an
increase of sexually trans-
mitted diseases all have in
common? They are behav-
ior problems! Behavior
problems are habits which
can be changed for the bet-
tering of both the individu-
al and society. If parents
The average size of serv-
ings of protein is 2-3 ounces.
The typical person needs only
2-3 servings of protein per day.
So, mathemagicians, that adds
up to only 5-6 ounces of total
protein per day. So, after suck-
ingdown a Colossus, you've
just put away enough total
protein for two people for an
entire day. Just a tad excessive,
wouldn't you say? Far too
many good 01' Americans are
loosening the top buttons of
their trousers after every meal,
while too many others are
holding up their pants with an
empty stomach.
The U.S. of A. is not only
.glutinous in food. Oh no. We
go for the gusto in every
aspect of our lives. Bigger, bet-
ter, faster, brighter, newer,
smellier, nastier, louder and
more!
We buy stereos that make
teach correct principles in
the home, chances are that
all of the above-mentioned
problems ~ decrease.
'. So many of today's
troubled youths come from
broken homes and dys-
functional families.
Psychologists and social
workers that work with
these kids can usually pin-
point the root of the prob-
lem to when the family
broke up or to dysfunc-
tional behavior(s) that
occurred in the home. A
combination of bad choices
made by the individual
and a broken or dysfunc-
tional family often leads to
problems down the road
for both the person and
society.
Who is society, you ask?
We are society (Surprise!).
Inorder for things to
change, we-you and
me-must start with our-
selves and with our fami-
lies. Quite frankly, folks,
George Bush and Dan
Quayle were right! A
return to family values is
sorely needed. Until we as
individuals recognize this
fact for ourselves and start
teaching it to our children
so that they will know
what's right, society's (our)
problems will never
improve.
I,
About homosexuals being entitled to their
civil rights, we would appreciate clarification
as to the rights homosexuals will be losing? If
you are implying that homosexuals will no
longer be considered a Minority Class, the fact
is they have never been granted this status,
nor do they qualify for such status under the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. Minority Status is
based on what you are, and not what you do.
The issue lswhether minority Status
should be granted to individuals for partici-
pating in certain behavior. Civil rights were
not founded on the basis of how and with
whom we have sex. If sexual orientation is
listed in the Civil Rights Act, minority class
status will have to be granted to all sexual
preferences, (bestiality, necrophilia and
pedophilia), and Affirmative Action quotas .,
which are Federally mandated will be enact-
ed.
The initiative does not grant any authority
to legislate who we can or cannot love, it does
prevent the granting of special rights.
T. Furlipa
Allegations about leA
members are unfair
Dear Editor,
After reading Jon Knapp's article, "No
Matter Who You Are Come Out ... For Love," it
appears that Jon is a closed minded, narrow
thinking individual who perpetuates stereotypes.
Jon included members of the lCA in the
grouping of homophobes, who can't stop
thinking about homosexual sex. As a member
of the ICA, I take offense. Since signing on, I
have never spent time thinking about homo-
sexual sex.
As for being labeled a homophobe, my wife
and I several homosexual friends which we
associate. They are fully aware of our position,
and even though we don't approve of their '
lifestyle, (as we wouldn't of an alcoholic, child
or drug abusers, or prostitutes), we respect
them and love them as friends. The Bible states
that we should love the sinner, and hate the
sin.
_.T;-------_ ....---
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.Music professors
to present recital
BSU music professors Gina
Pruitt and Don Oakeswill give a
recital this week as part of the
BSU Faculty Artist Series this
week.
Pianist Pruitt will perform
Moussorgsky's "Pictures at an
Exhibition" and selections by
Bach, Liszt and Samuel Barber
on Thursday, Feb. 10 at 7:30p.m.
in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall.
Oakes' organ recital will fea-
ture several selections from the
work of Johann Sebastian Bach
and Vieme, a late Romantic peri-
od composer. Oakes will per-
form in the Hemingway Western
Studies Center Friday, Feb. 11at
7:30p.m.
Tickets cost $4 for general
admission, $2 for seniors and are
free for all students at the door.
Comic makes
Valentine visit
BSU's Student Programs
Board will bring the humor of
Idaho comicDavid Fulton to the
Student Union Jordan Ballroom
at 8p.m. Monday, Feb. 14.
After winning "The Funniest
Person in Idaho" competition,
Fulton went on to the semifinals
in both the Seattle and San
Francisco Comedy Competi-
tions.
Tickets cost $3 for general
admission and $1 for BSUfacul-
ty, staff and students at the
door.
Theater slates
workshop series
Knock 'Em Dead
Productions, Inc. and profes-
sional actor Paul T. Mitri will
present a series of theatrical
workshops Feb. '12 through
March 19.
Mitri will present each two-
hour Saturday workshop at the
Knock 'Em Dead Dinner
Theater, located at 807W. Idaho
St. in Boise.
Topics for the workshops
include everything from begin-
ning acting and directing to
stage combat and make-up. The
workshops will cater to those in
high school and beyond.
To Iearn'more or to make
reservations; call 345-6554 and
leave a message.
Tuesday,February 8, 1994
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Theater students to descend
on BSUfor regional festival
Chair
as art
ArbIter/ShlWlla Hanel
Don King uses native Idaho woods to contruct his chairs, such as
the one above. The chairs are on exhibit at the Boise Art Museum.
work. He later created similar people laugh. Still other ;iieces,
chairs. , especially "Fandango," look like
A few of the pieces, such as the they are ready to get up and dance.
chair "Neurosis" and the ladder "Don King's show, if nothing
"Distress," employ highly contort- else, is a heck of a lot of fun," said
ed designs which produce an .Boise Art Museum Director
unsettling effect. Other pieces,
such as the chairs "Blown Away"
and "Delerium Tremens," make
• Chairs continued on
page 11
regional competition. The BSU
Theatre Arts Department produc-
tion of "Kind Ness" will compete
with three other plays from colleges
and universities in the Northwest.
"Kind Ness" will show on Feb. 9,
followed by "Lady Judas" on Feb.
10, "Death of Baron Von Richtofen
as Witnessed from Earth ..." on Feb.
11and "Marvin's Room" on Feb. 12.
All shows begin at 8 p.m. in the
Special Events Center. Tickets cost
$6 for each show, or an-entire set of
tickets may be purchased for a 20
percent savings.
, . Those interested in learning the-
ater arts techniques can attend a
wide range of activities, workshops
and seminars on playwriting, audi-
tioning, voice, movement, stage
combat, children's theater and
scene and costume design.
Joanna Gleason, the award-win-
ning actress who now appears in
the popular comedy series "Love
and War," counts among several
na~onally ~own performers, play-
wrights, designers and directors to
gather for the convention. She will
deliver the keynote address at 2:25
p.m. on Feb. 10.
Interested students can attend
part or all of the conference by sign-
ing up at the registration booth in
the lobby of the Special Events
Center. '
Registration costs $10 per day or
. $25 for all four days.
Challis artist
blends seat'
with symbol
Jon Knapp
Culture Editor
Over 100 people lookedon as artist Don King, revealed his 13 living. pieces of furniturelast Thursday at the'
official opening of his Chairs and
Ladders: The Dysfunctional Series at
the Boise Art Museum.
King, a long-time resident of
Challis, has been making twig fur-
niture for over nine years. He
gathers the twigs and branches of
many native Idaho trees (includ-
ing willow, mountain maple,
chokecherry and others) from·
riparian thickets in the' steep
draws up the mountains above
Challis as well as the wooded
areas along the Salmon River.
With these, and some fantastic
carpentry, King creates his art.
"The type of wood he used real-
ly expressed the emotions," said
Steven Davis, a part-time gradu-
ate student at BSU. Davis also said
he "loved" the show.
King said that he removes the
branches carefully to "produce
minimal impact:'
"My work reflects my passion
for nature and the natural world,"
he said.
For this show, King created
chairs and ladders that function
only as works of art.
"I first started 'sinning' with
nonfunctional ladders," said King,
describing the evolution of his
Ted Anderson
Assistant Culture Editor
Jon Knapp
Culture Editor
College-level theater arts stu-
dents and instructors from Idaho,
Alaska, Washington, Oregon,
Montana and WyoIriing will attend
the combined 1994 Northwest
Drama Conference and the Region
VII Kennedy Center IAmerican
College Theater Festival at BSUFeb.
9-12.
The conference will include four
days of theater workshops and pre-
sentations with the performance of
four plays selected as part of the
American College Theater Festival
Tuesday, February,8~ 1994 ..
Christian rockers launch
'94 tour with- Boise show
Sara Hewlett
StaffWriter
Petra throws off the cov-
ers and pulls back the cur-
tains on Boise with their
first concert performance
after their new release,
Wake-Up Call, on Feb. 14at 7 .
p.m. .
Petra's tour will cover 52
cities across the United
States~ as well as parts of
Canada and Europe. They
have sold more than six mil-
lion copies world-wide and
many consider them the
founders ofChristian rock.
Bob Hartman started the
group and continues as their
principal song writer and
guitarist. Other members
include John Schlitt as the
lead singer and co-songwrit-
er, Ronny Cates on bass,
Louie Weaveron drums and
John Lawry on keyboards.
"Petra is a unique and tal-
ented group that writes
great ballads, but is most
commonly known as. an
exciting rock group," said
their manager, Rick
Hoganson.
The group's first perfor-
mance was in 1974,and they
have been going steady ever
since.
With two Grammys and
multiple Dove awards, Petra
deliver~aforceful y'et
encouraging message that
energizes and declares a
Christian message without
whispering.
Petra Is, right to left, Bob Hartman, Louie Weaver, Ronny
Cates, John Schlitt and John Lawry.
Petra's 20th release, hardest thing for a young
Wake-Up Call is what indus- person is to gain a Christian
try insiders are claiming to perspective on the world.
be their best ever. We want to help them do
With hard-hitting intelli- that," said the group mem-
gent lyrics, fresh vocal . bers of Petra.
arrangements and singable Also touring with Petra
melodies, all wrapped in on select dates will be pop
straight-ahead rock and roll dance diva Lisa Bevill and
with a bit of blues and pop, California-based rockers
their new release is certain Dakota MotorCo.
to wake up even the sleepi- So if you're looking for a
. est Christian. ; great and uplifting concert
"We want to write our to see on Valentine's Day,
songs to make kids think, to you can purchase tickets at
make them see themselves the Pavilion ticket office for
as a Christian. Probably the $12.50general admission.
Department holds fiction contest
The Department of
English invites BSUstudents
to submit works of fiction .
for the annual William
Anderson Writing Awards
contest.
Student writers should
submit typed, double-
spaced manuscripts not
exceeding 20 pages, and
• Chairs continued
from page 10
Dennis O'Leary.
King said creating the
DYsfunctional Series has
changed his outlook,
"It caused me to' go out
into the woods with new
eyes," he said.
Seeing King's show may.
have had a similar effect
on the viewers last
Thursday. They will proba-
bly never look upon chairs
and ladders in the same
way again.
The Boise Art Museum
keeps its doors open
Tuesday through Friday
from 10 a.m, to 5 p.m. and
from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
weekends. Admission
costs $3 for adults, $2 for
seniors, $1 for kids grade
1-12 and those six or
younger get in, free- .
Admission is free to mem-
bers, which costs $15 per
year for students.
include a self-addressed
stamped envelope. The
author's name, address and
phone number should
appear only on a detachable
title page.
Members of the English
Department faculty and the
Boise community will judge
entries and give awards in
recognition of exceptional
promise in fiction writing.
First, second and third place
awards are $300, $200 and
$100, respectively. Students
should send entries to The
William Anderson Writin~
Awards, Department of
English, Boise State
University, Boise, ID 83725.
For more information, con-
tact the EnglishDepartment
at 385-1246.
liThe/American Graffiti' of the next generation -
smarter and tougher but just asbluch fun:'
_ Da •• Kehr, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
IIAcrushingly funny and knowing ode to misspent youth."
-Ieff GU.. , NEWSWEEK
IITwothumbs upl"
_ SISKEL & EBERT .
Dazed and
Confused
IJIl~ lXI~~!iJiI- ! .~.. . ...
NOW PLAYING
CALL FOR SHOWTIMES
Arbiter 11'.
Poetic License
This week's entry:
Poetry by Mary Ann Peck
Air poem
Take a long drag of it
fill your lungs with it.
Exhale,
feel it sliding over your parted lips.
Another drag,
another exhale.
Again and again,
you begin to hold it longer,
exhale it slower.
You begin to savor the rich flavor of it,
, you begin to feel dizzy.
You need more of it,
you can't stop.
It consumes your every fiber,
you feel it course through your body.
Its gentle ravage wreaks havoc on your mind.
you can't get enough of it, you'll die without it.
MOREl MOREl
. YOU NEED MORE air.
The Wreck
I race down the narrow stretch of road,
80, 90, 100 mph.
I feel the power surging through me,
I feel the wind blowing through my hair.
I grip the steering wheel,
I dodge meaningless signs of positive doom,
Wretched fools and their simple cars and minds,
.they have no idea of the power I control.
Suddenly, it appears in front of me from nowhere,
I can't avoid it, it's allover the road.
I can't slow down, my speed is too high\
I slam into the car before me ina blast of light
Then it appears to me,
GAME OVER, PLEASE DEPOSIT QUARTER FOR
NEW GAME ' .
Poetry and short fiction may be sent to Poetic Ucense
care of Jon Knapp at The Arbiter, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, ID 83725. For more information call 345-
8204.
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Lock, Stock N' Barrel
385-9060. 4705 Emerald.
Open 8 p.m. to midnight.
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Blues Bouquet 345-6605 .
1010 Main. Doors open Mon-
Sat, 9 p.m.-2 a.m, Music by
the Hoochle Coochie Men at
8:30 p.m., Tue-Thu and 9 p.m.
Fri& Sat.
The Cactus Bar 342-9732.
517 W. Main. Doors open at 9
p.m, Ages 21 and over. Mon
and Thu are open mic. nights.
Crazy Horse 384-9330.
1519 W. Main. All ages
welcome. All bands start
at 9 p.m. All events
cost $5 at the door
unless specified.
Grainey's
Basement 345-2955.
107 S. 6th. Open
8:30 p.m.-2 a.m,
Ages 21 and over.
, l-.
Hannah's 345-
7557. 621 W. Main.
Doors open at 3
p.m. on weekdays, 5
p.m. weekends. Ages
21 and over. Wed nights
are ladies' nights. Tue night:
Suicide Clutch. Wed-Sat:'
Rocci and The Agents.
The Interlude 342-9593.
213 N. 8th. Ages 21 and over
after 9 p.m. Doors open 10
a.m.-2 a.m. Mon-Sat and 10
a.m.-end of the game on Sun.
Koffee Klatsch 345-0452.
409 S. 8th. 18 and over after 9
p.m. No cover charge. All
shows begin at 9 p.m. unless
specified. Feb. 11: Bill Coffey
and Gary Newcombe. Feb.
12:Rebecca Scott•
Ages 21 and. over. Sun night:
Bluegrass music, Tue-Sat:
Tauge & Falkner.
Neurolux 343-0886.111 N.
,11th. Ages 21 and over. Doors
open at 9 p.m. Mon-Sat.
Cover charges vary. Live OJ's
every night. Feb. 8: Open mic, '
music jam, no cover. Feb. 9:
Caustic Resin, el dopamine
and Boneflower. Feb. 10: OJ
Timothy
Tim,
no
cover.
Feb. 11:
OJ Kevin, no cover. Feb. '12:
Dirtboy, Syop and Potato
Potato. Feb. 14: poetry 8-10
p.m., bingo 10 p.m.-midnight.
Pengilly's 345-6344. 513
W. Main. Ages 21 and over.
Every Mon night is acoustic
jam night featuring John
Hansen.
Tom Grainey's 345-2505.
109 S. 6th. Open 9:30 p.m.-2
a.m. Ages 21 and over.
Sunday nights feature rock n'
roll with Boi Howdy. Mon
night is blues night. Tue night
is jazz night, 8:30p.m-close.
Recitals
Faculty Artist Series 385"
3980. Sponsored by theBSU
Music Department. All
recitals held inthe Morrison
Center Recital Hall unless
specified. Admission costs $4
general, $2 seniors and free to
BSU students, faculty and
staff. Feb. 10:' Gina Pruitt.
Feb. 11: Don Oakes in the
Hemingway. Western
Studies Center.
Student Recitals
,385-3980. Sponsored
by the BSU Music
Department. All
recitals held in the
Morrison Center
Recital Hall.
Admission costs $4
general, $2 seniors and
free to BSU students, facul-
ty and staff.
Concerts
Petra 385-1766. Pavilion.
Concert on Feb. 14. Tickets
cost $12.50 in advance, $14
day of show. Also featuring
Lisa Bevill and Dakota Motor
Company.
Old' Boise Guitar
Company 344-7600. 515
Main. All concerts start at
7:30 p.m. Tickets cost $6 in
advance, $7 at the door and
$4 children 12 and under.
Feb. 12: Erin Corday and Joel
Litwin. Feb. 13: Meeting-
Idaho Bluegrass Association,
followed by jam session.
Brava 385-1223.Located in
the Student Union Building.
All concerts are free. Feb. 11:
Peggy Jordan and Phil Dean
Itzhak Perlman 385-3535.
(Select-a-Seat). Morrison
Center. Feb. 14. Tickets cost
$50 and $40.
Theater '&Musicals
Special Events Center
385-1620. In conjunction with
the 1994 Northwest Drama
Conference and the Region
VII Kennedy
Center/ American Theater
Festival. Tickets cost $6 at the
door. All performances start
at 8 p.m. Feb. 9: "Kind Ness,"
by BSU. Feb. 10: "Lady
Judas," by Eastern Oregon
State College. Feb. 11: "Death
of Baron von Richtofen as
Witnessed from Earth," by
University of Alaska,'
Anchorage.. Feb. 12:
"Marvin's Room," by
, University of Wyoming. (See
related article for details.)
MorrlsionCenter Recital
Hall 345-0600. Children's
play presented by Idaho
Theater for Youth. Tickets
available at the door. Feb. 12:
"Moby Dick" at 2 p.m. and 7
p.m,
Knock 'Em Dead
Productions 385-3535 (Select-
a-Seat). 807 W. Idaho. "The
Mystery of Edwin Drood"
starts Feb. 11 and runs until
Apr. 2. Thu show at 6:30 p.m,
Fri and Sat show at 8 p.m,
Tlcketscost $12 on Thu for
show and one drink, $22.50
onFri and Sat for dinner and
show.
Art
Boise Art Museum 345-
8330. 670 S. Julia Davis Dr.
Open Tue-Fri 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
and weekends noon-5 p.m,
Runs until Mar 27: "The
Artist's Hand: Drawings
from the BankAmerica
Corporation Art Collection"
and "Don King's Chairs and
Ladders: The Dysfunctional
Series".
Annual Faculty Show
385-1310. Located at Liberal
Arts Building and Public
Affairs and Art West gal-
leries. Runs until Feb. 18.
A Booker's Dozen 385-
1999. Located in the
Hemingway Western Studies
Center. Sponsored by the BSU
Art Department. Admission
is free. Gallery hours are 10
a.m.-4p.m.
Comedy
David Fulton 385-3655.
Sponsored by Student
Programs Board. Student
Union Jordan Ballroom on
Feb. 14 at 8 p.m. Tickets cost
$3,general admission, $1 for
faculty, staff and students at
the door.
Films
Student Programs Board
385-3655. All, shows in
Special Events Center unless
noted. Tickets cost $3 general
admission, $2 faculty and
staff and $1 students at the
door. Feb. 11: "Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner" at 4 p.m.
in Student Union Quiet
Listening Lounge. Feb. 13:
"Rocco and his Brothers" at 4
p.m. Feb. 14: "Rocco and His
Brothers" at 7 p.m.
Compiled by Assistant
Culture' Editor Ted W.
Anderson.
Album mixes best of rap for a good cause
Ted Anderson
Assistant Culture Editor
Straight From Da Streets
... Increase the Peace
A Power 106 Compilation
Album
Power 106, a Los
Angeles-based radio station,
will help in the battle
against gangs with a new
compilation' album, Straight
From Da Streets ... Increase
the Peace, an all-star rap
album with some of the
biggest names in rap music
today.
The rap stars donated all
the songs and all net pro-
ceeds go to the Knowledge
is Power Fund to build a
performing arts center and
training complex in Los
Angeles.
The, Priority Records
release. is the essential great-
est hits rap album with most
of the music having already
hit the top of the charts.
Artists include Digable
Planets, Sir Mix-A-Lot, Tag
Team, House of Pain, Ice
Cube and Dr. Dre, rapping
their number one songs
from the past year. A high-
light of the album, George
Clinton's" Atomic Dog,"
proves that rap music is here
to stay, with it's funky beats
and hard-hitting rhymes.
Straight From Da Streets ...
)
.'/
Increase the Peace is a great
compilation album and it
goes to a great cause. If you
like rap, it's a must.
Further Than You Know
Pete Bardens
Pete Bardens' new album,
Further Than You Know, on
Miramar Recordings, opens
a new chapter in his career
with more pop progressive
sound. But his fourth album
stays true to his blues and
rock roots, creating a soft
and tender ambiance.
The album opens up with
"Sometime," a fusion of syn-
thesizer and calm, raspy
vocals. But from there, the
album quickly drops into a
campy, early '80s-sounding
pop production. The
remainder of Further Than
You Know tends to emulate
other bands' styles rather
than making any break-
throughs.
The album hits rock bot-
tom with "Coco Loco," with
its overdone Latin drum
rhythm. Luckily the album,
finishes on a good note with
"Rain Talk," a somber
melody with a rain-like
atmosphere.
The instrumentals are
good but the lyrics tend to
be predictable and shallow.
Further Than You Know will
not highlight Barden's
career, but it will keep back-
ground music distributors
happy for years to come.
Behind the Door I Keep
the Universe
The Dentists
The Dentists' debut
album, Behind The Door I
Keep the Universe, is an
insanely guitar-driven
album with the humor that
would even put They Might
Be Giants to shame. It is a
breath of fresh air for alter-
native music today. The
British quartet's EastWest
debut fuses post-punk atti-
tude and incredibly conta-
gious lyrics with biting elec-
tric guitars.
Songs like "Sorry Is Not
Enough," which deals with
the loss of childhood inno-
cence, and. others including
"Brittle Sin and -Flowers,"
"In Orbit," and "Water For a
Pregnant and
Need Help?
Man on Fire" are astounding
examples of wielding gui-
tars laced with Mick
Murphy's winsome vocals .
But The Dentists are not a
band that you can easily
pigeonhole into a music
label. "A Smile Like Oil On
Water" is a gentle ballad that
truly shows they are capable
of a wide array of styles.
The melodies are humor-
ous and well planned; and
the guitars are gut-wrench-
ing. So open your mental
door just a crack, and you'll
discover the Dentists' uni-
verse.
"',,",
BIR1lIRIGHT
OF
BOISE
342-1898
All Help Is FREE and
CONRDENT1AL
Open Dally, TUBS. EvenIngs &s..
._,,---------- hh'W
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Broncos slip past cellar-dwellers
Adam Smith
StaffWriter
The BSU women's basketball
team can breathe a sigh of relief
Saturday after a challenging road
swing against a pair of conference
cellar-dwellers.
The No. 21-ranked Broncos
knocked off Eastern Washington on
Friday 59-49 and survived an eye-
opener against Idaho 55-46 on
Saturday.
Both wins came against teams
who were struggling in the Big Sky
Conference.
team but was enough to give them
the victory.
The Broncos were helped out
greatly by intense rebounding, as
BSUdevastated EWU on the boards
49-29.Both center Lidiya Varbanova
and forward Heather Sower pulled
down 10boards apiece.
Guards Angie Evans and
Michelle Shultz topped the team in
scoring with 12 apiece, while
Varbanova finished with 11.
On Saturday the Broncos visited
Moscow to take on the Idaho
Vandals.
Boise State relinquished the lead
twice-once in the first half and
again early in the second where BSU
fell behind 34-30.The Broncos made
a strong second half push to capture
a 55-46victory.
Guard Tricia Bader had 14 points
on the night to lead the Broncos in
scoring.
Varbanova scored and rebounded
in double digits both nights, as she
ended the Idaho game with 12
points and 11boards.
This week BSUhosts Weber State
on Thursday, then takes on Northern
Arizona on Friday. Both games start
at 7 p.m. in the Pavilion.
Eastern Washington had a 1-5
conference record and were 5-13
overall.
The Vandals meanwhile had just
one win this season and were also I-
S in the BigSky.
The Broncos were cruising after a
win over then-No. 20 Montana the
previous week when they faced
EWUlast Friday night.
Boise State had a little more diffi-
culty with the Eagles on Friday than
they did at home, when they beat
them by 23.
The 59 points scored by the
Broncos marked a season low for the
BSUdowns
Vandals in
big game
Scott Samples
Sports Editor
On paper it looked like the BSU men's bas-
ketballteam's season. could be in trouble before
last weekend's two-game homestand,
Until that point of the season, the Broncos
were having trouble finding wins and were
already 1-4 in Big Sky Conference play and 8-9
overall, and on Saturday they had to face rival
Idaho, which was tied for first in the conference.
But Boise State clawed its way back into the
Big Sky race by destroying Eastern Washington
67-51 on Friday, then slipping past the Vandals
67-64on Saturday.
"We're right back in there," BSUcenter John
Coker said after the win over Idaho. "We're 3-4,
so we're right back in there."
The wins came at a critical juncture, as
Saturday's game marked the halfway point of
the conference season.
Had BSUbeen upset by Eastern Washington
(the last-place team in the Big Sky) and lost
against favored Idaho, the Broncos would have
faced a 1-6 record that would have put them out
of the picture.
"I'll tell you what. We have set goals and
we're sticking to that and wherever the chips
fall, that's the way it goes," BSU center Eric
Bellamy, who had his best. game of the season
against the Vandals with 11 points and five
rebounds, said.
BSU's Eric Bellamy reaches for the ball In Saturday'S 67-64 win over Idaho.
Against Eastern Washington the chips were As a result, BSUhead coach Bobby Dye was
falling in all the right places for BSU. able to rest his starters for much of the-game, a
Things were going so well for the Broncos strategy that appeared to pay dividends against
that they started the game with a 20-0 spurt,
shutting out the Eagles for over nine minutes. • Broncosconttnued on page 14
Wrestlers drop two on road
Scott Gere
StaffWriter
The BSU wrestling team
came up 1-2 this weekend,
starting off well but dropping
its last two in succession.
The three-meet road swing
came after a home stint in
which the wrestlers picked up
two wins and lost one.
Boise State started with a tri-
meet in Dixon, Ill., with
Northwestern and perennial
powerhouse Iowa.
The Broncos started by
bumping off Northwestern-a
wins as Iowa got the job done
quickly, 33-6.
The next night the Broncos
were off to Madison, Wis.,
where they were edged out by
Wisconsin 19-16in a dual meet.
Close matches were key, and in
the end BSUcame up short.
Winners included Chris
Ward (126), Gilbert, .Leathers,
Charles Burton (167) and
Richard Conti (177).
Boise State return to Bronco
Gym on Thursday/facing No. 7-
ranked Oregon State in a
Pacific-10 Conference show-
down.
..... '
... !
team that was ranked 23rd in
the nation going into the
meet-19-16.
Boise State picked up solid
scoring in the middle weights,
winning four matches in a row.
Winners in the- first meet
were Brett Bingham (118),Tony
Evans (142), Joe Gilbert (150),
Andy Leathers (158), Rohan
Gardner (167) and Shawn
Stipich (HWT)by forfeit.
Unfortunately for Boise
State, the team's. luck changed
in the second meet of the night.
Evans and Stipich were the
only BSU.wrestlers to pick up
14·Arbiter
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Buffalo and. me: losing the big oneagClin
Like the Sahara Desert or
southeastern America, I'm in
a drought.
I've been playing sports
for the past God-knows-
how-many years and in that
time I've won four" champi-
1)-. onships" that Ican think of:
junior varsity football twice,
the "B" league 5-on-5 intra-
mural title two years ago,
and the guy who drank the
most beer in a two-month
span in our apartment four
years ago.
Naturally I'm most proud
of the last award. .
In high school my football
team lost the conference title
to our arch-rivals in the
championship game my
senior year.
For two years my baseball
team was ranked amongst
the top three in Alaska, but
we wound up watching little
punks walk away with the
trophy.
My basketball
team-well, my basketball
team just sucked,
When it comes right
down to it, it seems I've
become the Buffalo Bills of
sports-I do things well
enough to get there, then
blow the big game.
I was again reminded of
my failure on Saturday when
I played in the Schick three-
on-three tournament at BSU.
On the line was a trip to
some exotic location in cen-
tral Washington and a chance
Tennis team second' in
Big Sky championships
~-.
Scott Gere
Staff Writer
Big Sky and the women were ranked sec-
ond-racked up 186 points, nosing out
Northern Arizona by six.
Idaho State ranked fourth with 160
points, Idaho fifth at HI, Montana sixth
with 134, and Eastern Washington brought
up the rear with 133 points.
.Both Weber State and the Broncos fin-
. ished the tournament with records of 6-1,
but the combined point totals were in the
Wtldcats' favor.
The BSU tennis team tied their own Big
Sky Team Tennis Tournament record with
186 points over the weekend.
The only problem is, Weber State broke
the record by 10 points and won the tourna-
ment.
The Broncos-who had an impressive
year last year, as the men finished first in the
to win something again
before I die or my body falls
apart;
But it didn't happen.
We played well in the
tournament, which the
Intramural Department had
put together, and I was look-
ing forward to that glorious
van ride through the desert
to play in Washington.
We played five games,
won them all, and advanced
to the big game, mostly
because my teammates were
hitting 3-pointers left and
right and I wasn't shooting.
Then we forgot how to
play the game of basketball
and our butts were promptly
kicked all over Bronco Gym.
While I lost another big
game, my friend
Michelle-who was on the
state championship-winning
basketball team when she
was a sophomore and played
in the championship last
year-was on the women's
team that won Saturday's
three-on-three title.
"I got skills," she kept
repeating, making fun of
Shaquille O'Neal's stupid rap
song. "I'm going to
Washington because I've got
kills ns .
As for me? I got hosed
and I'm hoping their van
breaks down on the way.
,-.L-
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Idaho, a team that needed
three overtime periods to
knock off Idaho State the
night before.
"We were trying to attack
(Idaho), without any ques-
tion," Dye said.
Boise State's strategy
effectively sacked the
Vandals, as BSU held Idaho
star Orlando Lightfoot to 8
of 21 shooting, although he
did manage to score 24.
Meanwhile, BSU spread
the scoring around.
)
Big Friday
night of
BSU sports
;i
Friday night will be a big
night for sports at Boise
State. First, the BSU gym-
nasts take on rival Utah
State in the Pavilion. The
meet begins at 6:30 p.m.,
and is free to students. Then
the wrestling team takes on
Oregon State at 8 p.m. in
Bronco Gym. It's free, too.
TRAVEL ABROAD
and WORK!
' ....
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+
per month teaching basic
conversational English
abroad. Japan, Taiwan,
and S. Korea. Many
employers provide room &:
board + other benefits. No
teaching background. or
Asian languages required.
For more information call:
.(106) .632-1146 Ext.JS903
r-----------------------,• BRING A "M::!. ~v.
: DATEFOR'/ :
: 1/2 PRICE ~~ :
• •I ~ •
• •• ..;""l 0 (', /0.
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Please accept this valentine as a token of my sincere •.
"
affection and feelings for you. WE RENT AND ssu, •
12
EVERYTHING YOU NEED AT:.' .• 37 E. BROADWAY, •
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Coker led BSU with 19
points and pulled down six
rebounds, forward Shambric
Williams had 14 points and
a team-high eight rebounds,
Bellamy had 11 points and
five boards, and Steve
Shephard added 10 points
and five rebounds.
Still, the Broncos nearly
threw the game away.
A flurry of missed free
throws and short shots kept
Idaho in the game.
"If they go down, I think
we're in real control of the
game," Dye said.
Then, with 34.7 seconds
left, Idaho's Mark Leslie
4) I' d choose you over ....
a) Richard Simmons.
b) Tonya Harding's ex.
c) Tonya Harding.
d) a pelvic exam.
canned a 3-pointer to pull
the Vandals within two. But
BSU's defense held on to
seal the win.
Idaho's loss creates a log-
jam at the top of the Big Sky
standings.
Idaho, Idaho State,
Montana State and Weber
State are all 5-2 in confer-
ence play.
Boise State's weekend
victories helped the team
into a second-place tie with
Montana, a team that beat
BSU the week before.
"I think it's a huge confi-
dence boost for this young
team," Coker said.
D() ~'-' .Because you are so special to me and I care for you so
much, I am giving you this generic Valentine's Day card.
t) Valentine, being with you ...
a) I can't go wrong.
b) is like walking through the park. __ ~
c) is like being hit by a trailer.
d) is like having PMS. .
2) Valentine, I love you because ...
a) you're smarter than Beavis.
b) you're cuter than Bull-Head.
c) you loaned me $50.
d) you're buying me that fur coat.
3) Valentine, our song is...
a) Close to you by the Carpenters.
b) Spoonful of Sugar by Mary Poppins.
c) The Brady Bunch theme song.
d) Wild Sex lin theWorking Class) by Oingo Boingo.
5) Valentine. your smile ....
a) will be great when the braces come off.
b) needs braces.
c) reflects off of your forehead.
d) makes me sick.
NOW PLAY
PAINTBALL (SP/.Io.f GUN)
GAMES INDOORS 1
WE HAVE CASTLES.
MOUNTAINS, GHOST TOWNS.
A.ND MUCH MORE I
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Pet of the Weel<
Dave by David Miller
I FE6~ C:ofleAT, You we~E
!tIGHT/ON6 HOOf/. of Tfil~
AND MY \...IFE DOE'<;N'T
rEEl- e,o CONFIr-Jir"c:' "
A Serious
Conversation
Even though my wife
is not pregnant, we go
through a chronic series
of arguments over baby
names.
We've been married
for about a year and a
half, and although we
(we?) don't plan to get
pregnant for a few years,
every few days we go
through the drill: Chelsi
sees a cute baby on TV
selling radial tires, and
the flood gates open.
What Chelsi doesn't
know is that Isecretly
recorded our last discus-
sion, and here is a small
excerpt:
CHELSI: Isn't she
CUTE?Todd, we need to
think of a name. If we
have a girl, what are,we
going to name her?
TODD: I don't want to
get into this until you are
pregnant. Why should
we get into an argument
over something that isn't
even happening yet?
Won't we have NINE
LONG MONTHS to pick
a name?
CHELSI: I don't know
why we can't agree on a
simple name.
TODD: Because I
don't like Cassidy, or
Caitland, or Frisco Jones,
or any other soap opera
names. What's wrong
with Max?
CHELSI: I'm not nam-
ing my child after a
Rottweiler. Ifwe ever get
a dog, which will not be
allowed in the house,
you can name him Max.
Not my child.
(Author's Note: As
soon as baby names come
up in conversation, allY
future child is always
refen'ed to as "my child. ")
TODD: I like Max.
Max or Hank. Or
Claudius. Claudius
Sholty. Yes,that's it,
Claudius Sholty, philoso-
pher-king of the world.
And so it shall be
decreed that Claudius'
father, Todd, shall have
all the cheeseburgers
that he can stomach.
Cheeseblirgers and a
satellite dish.
CHELSI:Why can't
you take this seriously?
MY CA!t HM A 5UII.:T-IN
THeFT oen:~NT SYSlEM,'
IF I WE~E PIlESIDENT
of "THEUNllED STATE<; ..
ItJS,. ...LLMeNi .....Z'2.
I WOUl-D AUTHO~ A BI\...l-
,HAT WOUl-D \...IMIT "THE NUMBEfl.
OF Pfl.oF~SIONAl- COMEBAq<.<; ~ At«
61lPUP Of SINGING BIWTHefl.S
,0 JU$" T::!:!2.1
[?~[E)~~[b [P[ll@@~ [b~lJ ~ ~@@
\W@[llIT$ [?[ll@~ ')1@@[ll OO@~~
IN YOUR SPARE TIME SETYOUR OWN HOURS
NO EXPERIENCE NO TRAINING NEEDED
GUARANTEED INCOME
This is important.
TODD: I'm very seri-
ous. What if it's a girl?
CHELSI:Amelia. Or
Abigail.
TODD: Great. When
we send her to summer
camp, we can write her a
"Dear Abby" letter. I was
thinking something a lit-
tle more original.
CHELSI: Like what?
TODD: Electra. Or
how about Scooter. That
way, if she's a tomboy,
she'll still have a great
name.
CHELSI: I'm not lis-
tening to this.
TODD: Okay, I'll give
you Amelia if you'll give
me Max.
, CHELSI:Well, alright.
Maybe,
TODD: Excellent!
Where's the TV Guide?
CHELSI: Wait a
minute-what if we
. have twins?
TODD: Easy. Romulus
and Remus. Or Buddy
and Shecky. They could
put themselves through
school touring the
Catskills in the summer.
I'll be their manager.
CHELSI:Why can't
you take this seriously?
TODD: Alright, honey,
if we have twins, you
can name them whatever
you want. Are we done
now?
CHELSI:Yes.
TODD: So, what are
the names for the twins?
CHELSI: Oprah and
Sally Jesse.
TODD: Cool. Where's
the TV Guide?
Todd Sholty is a colum-
nist for The Arbiter, and
he will not be bringing
this issue home.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS BUY IT!SELL IT!
AN ARBITER CLASSIFIED ISGOOD FOR
EVERYNEEP!
CALL J45-8204
OR FAX J85-J198
~~~~ [t!J@~
771l~Q~®77Q~i}@77
D.&K. ASSOC. RESUMES
$15-$30
Composed.Laser.1Ypesel
10% off With Ad
1Day Service. 3446370
6180 HWY. 6 N. STE. 157 HOUSTON, TX. 77118
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Baham.. c:ruIielvacalion $29SOO
per couple. Greatforhoneymoons
and getaways. Package good for
one year. Ask how to earn extra
options and spending money.
208-523,2780 1-8()().,891-5577
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Horticulture Program
Valentine Plant Sale
potted plants and bud vases
Monday, Feb. 14,8:30 am-2 pm
Education Building Lobby
YOUNGLIFE 101
Sunday nights, 8:30 pm-9:30 pm
SUB Boyington Room
Call Tom, 377-5240
Feminist Consciousness Raising
Men and Women Welcome
Wednesday, Feb. 9
Noon-2 pm in SUBAnnex II
Sponsored by N.O.W.and the. BSU
Women's Center
Men Wanted
for 4-weekself-esteem program
Mondays begmntng Feb. 28
5:30-7:30 pm, NoCharge
Call 385-1661
Let Beta Alpha Psi '
help you With'your taxes
Wednesdays, 6-8 pm
UNTILAPRIL13 '
SUB Shipman Room
Call Chris at 342-3762
MEET GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE
Larry Eastland
Thursday, Feb. 10,6 pm
SUBBrink Room
Call 385-1223
"Turri Your Heart Toward Home"
film series by Dr. James Dobson
SUNDAYS UNTIL MARCH 13,6 PM
Park Center Community Church
Call 336-1925
Meet NewFriendslll
Alpha Chi Omega
NATIONALWOMEN'S SORORITY RUSH
Feb 15,16,17
, Call Susie at 345-9147
BSU Visual Arts League
Thursday, Feb. 10, 6 pm
SUBBoyington Room
DPMAStudent' Chapter Meetings
Every 2nd and 4th Tuesday
7:30 pm in Jordan Ballroom B
Call Elden at 384-9181
Vo!cea foil' H1l.llman llUglbtta
Thursdays at Noon
SUBAlexander Room
Call Gary at 338-6897
College Democrats
Friday, Feb. 11, 2:45 pm
SUB Foote Room
Call Eve at 385-4577
Adj1l.llnct JIl'acudty
Brown Bag Lunch
.Wednesday, Feb..23, 11:30-1:30
SUBLookout Room
Join us in communityl
Baptist Campus Ministries
,Bible Studies and Fellowship
Tuesdays, 7 pm
2001 University Drive
Call Dan at 345-4425
Student YWCA
THE POLITICAL MUSCLE FOR BSU
WOMEN
Mondays, 4-5 pm
at the Women's Center
Call Joan at 385-4259
CIRCLE KINTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays, 5 pm
INTHE SUB
Call Ted at 385-3825 .
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Enjoy lunch and Bible study
SUB Gipson Room
Thursdays, noon-I :30 pm
Call Bob Foster at 336-1925
VALENTINEFORAIDS
Benefit Auction for the
Idaho AIDSFoundation
Feb. 5-11 at
FlyingMEspresso and Fine Crafts
Call 345-2277
Nontraditional
STUDENT SUPPORT GROUP
ANYONE OVER 23 IS WELCOMEI
Wednesdays, 3 pm
SUB Gibson Room
PHONE 345-8204 Classified & Pe.rsonals FAX 385-3198
)
Antoines please. Box 12
Bisexual and confused? I
am. Looking for someone to
chat with and determine my
part in the universe.
Confidentiality is of the
utmost importance. Mid 20s.
Write to explore this frustra-
tion called bisexuality. .
Box13
EMPLOYMENT gift. 1-800-932-0528,ext. 65. property helping other peo-ple is my game.
Box 9.WORD PROCESSING
RESUMES, TERM PAPERS.
LASER QUALITY. 376-
4379.
If a tall 6 ft., intelligent
secure, 40ish male is look-
ing for a mature, daring
redhead lady to enjoy the
better side of life with, I am
at
Box 7.
A cool guy, BSU Grad.
BA '74 wishing for a
woman with beauty and
brains who has a 4.0 in
emotion. I act like I am 20
but understand 40. Money
SPORTS MINDED New
company looking for lead-
ers to run office. Top associ-
ates earn $10K+/mo.
Full/ part time available.
Full training available. 378-
7759.No phone interviews.
PERSONALS
Nice looking, intelligent,
SM looking for SF for com-
panionship and study
buddy. Desire slender,
attractive, outgoing lady
20-30s, who enjoys laughter
and good food. Write and
tell me .about yourself.
Photo please. Money and
time to spend on quality.
Box 11.
Oh L'Amour!!
Intelligent 21-year-old
N/S GWM. Enjoys art,
.music, movies and walks in
the rain. Seeking same, 19-
24, who is honest, support-
ive and discreet, someone
REAL. No Blanes or
Renee,
The cross-country skier.
We met once, after
Christmas, at the service
station at the top of Vista,
and all I know is you are
working on a second degree
and you have Oregon
plates. But who are you?
Intrigued? Write AI. .
Box 14
MACINTOSH COMPUT-
ER. . Complete system
including printer only $500.
Call Chris at 800-289-5685. IM~O[b ©@IMIM~©lJO@1M
"enjoy frlendiy service"
-Nail Extensions with Overlay 1st set $45.00 bring a friend and the
second set is only $25.00
- Manicures 1st set $12.00 bring a friend and second set is $10.00
. Two new nail teens; Wendy & Natalie
OPE~ TUES.-SAT. " JINNEY .SCHLANGER
NIGHT APPOINTMENTS AVAIlABLE 17TH & IDAHO
BRING BSU 10. FOR DISCOUNTS 385-0899
MISC.
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN
$50 - $250 FOR YOURSELF,
plus up to $500 for your
club! This fundraiser costs
nothing and lasts one week.
CaI1.now and receive a free
((SoPosition
neD••••.
~IIO gel involved in campus programming?
Advantages... ISI~~~I.• 011 camp.. emploJDIClll
• JOur """ olIice
·$300.00 I mOllIh IUrice nan! ~
• InIencllOllwllh oludClll ..
rlCullJ A olafi'
Looking For ...
• oulgoing .tudcDlleader
• orpniutlonal.kiIIa
• R1perriae .tudenl emploJees
• o.trlCe 1100,000 progrllllllling bud£e1
• 12 mlXllh commlllmeDl
HaJ IS, 1994 • MIJ 14, 1995 ApPicllica .niIdlo IIASBSUolIi... 5Iud ... lDlD r.... Y...
) 1.IS,I994.
Call 385-1440
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - fisheries.
Many earn $2000+ / mo. in
canneries or $3000 -
$6000+/ mo. on fishing ves-
sels. For info. call 1-206-545-
•:. 4155 ext. A5903.
FOR SALE
• M......... 2.25 CPA," • fuIl-f .. aiDll_I,
• wIlhw .. work 20+ ...... "' .... 11
